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Abstract 
Duchamp, G. and D. Krob, On the partially commutative shuffle product, Theoretical Computer 
Science 96 (1992) 405410. 
We give recursive formulas that allow us to compute the partially commutative shuffle product of 
two partially commutative words. 
0. Introduction 
The structure of semialgebra over a semiring is a classical generalization of the 
notion of algebra over a ring which has been used in several areas of theoretical 
computer science (see [2, 1 I] for instance). However, there exists also in the ring case 
another interesting algebraic structure which is the structure of bialgebra. It appears 
that this last concept (which can also be easily generalized for arbitrary semirings) 
begins to be used in algebraic computer science and even in combinatorics (see [lo]). 
For instance, using bialgebras, we proved that the partial commutation relators 
(ab = ba) are the only monoid relators that have also a Lie interpretation ([a, b] = 0) 
and that the free partially commutative monoid is the only monoid with a “good” 
notion of subword/complement (see [6,7]). In the same way, W. Schmitt used this 
notion in order to introduce a partially commutative shuffle product over the 
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K-algebra K (A, 3) of partially commutative polynomials that he defined for all 
words U, I’E M(A, :j) as follows: 
where the binomial coefficient involved above is equal to the number of times 
u appears as a subword of \t’ in such a way that I‘ is its complement (see [ 121 for more 
details). 
This partially commutative shuffle product has several applications. In particular, it 
is required for describing the dual basis of the P.B.W. Lyndon basis of K (A, 3) (see 
[IS]). But the above definition unfortunately does not permit to compute efkiently the 
partially commutative shuffle product. This explains why we devoted this short paper 
to the proof of recursive formulas that generalize the classical free ones and that will 
allow us to do effective computations of partially commutative shuffles. 
1. Preliminaries 
An ulplurhrt rrith r,ottznzututiotts (A, 3) is an alphabet A equipped with a partial 
commutation Y (i.e. a symmetric and irreflexive relation on A’). Note that (A, 3) can be 
represented by its ~wr~~n~trtatio~~ g(11.~1ph which is the graph built on A where an edge 
exists between two letters LI, SEA iff (LI. h)~3. 
Let now (A,3) be an alphabet with commutations and let z,‘, be the smallest 
monoid congruence over A* such that ah E :, hu for every (a, h)~3. Then we can define 
the ,fire purtinlly cowwtafire rnonoic~ M( A, 9) as follows: 
M(A.:$)==,4*‘=:,. 
Note that we will say that a partially commutative word M’=o, ...tr,l~M(A, N) belongs 
to Cl($) iff the set (~1~. ,a,, j ’ is a c,lique of cardinality tt of the commutation graph of 
(A,3). We refer the reader to [5,6] for more details concerning M(A.3). 
Now let K be a commutative semiring. Then we can consider the K-semialgebra 
K (A, 3) of the purtioll~~ cotmtututiw polytmnials with multiplicities in K : it is just the 
K-semimodule of the mappings from M(A, 9) in K with finite support which can be 
equipped in a natural way with a K-semialgebra structure (see [6,8]). Note, finally. 
that there exists also a “scalar product” on K (A, 3) which is defined by the following 
relations: 
(the above sum is always finite since P and Q have finite supports). In the sequel. we 
will also need to use the K-semialgebra K (A, 9) @ K(A, 9>,’ which is just the 
’ We will use this tensor praduct denotation since K (cl. 2) @ K (A, 2) ib e.xactlq the tonsor square oI’ 
K C.4. 3 > when IS is a ri,,g (see [3] 1. 
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K-semialgebra of the monoid M(A, 9) x M(A, 9). Hence, K(A, 9)@ (A, 9) is the free 
K-semimodule of basis (u @ u)~,~,~M(A,~), where we denote u @ u = (u, u) for all words 
u, v~A4(,4, $), which is equipped with the following product: 
(~~k,,;~~v)(,~,,~~s)=~,~,~k~,~~~,~~r~~s. 
We will also extend the scalar product denotation (Yg) to K(A, 9) @ K (A, 9) in 
a natural way. Finally, we will denote for all polynomials P, QEK(A, 3), 
P@Q= 1 (Plu)(Qla)uO~:, 
U.IE.W(A.3) 
which is obviously an element of K (A, 9) @ K (A, 9). 
2. The partially commutative shuffle product 
2.1. Dejinition 
Let (A, 3) be an alphabet with commutations and let K be a semiring. Then we can 
equip K (A, 9) with a bisemialgebra structure2 (see [3] for the ring case) where the 
comultiplication c is defined in a unique way by 
VaEA, c(a)=uO I+1 ou 
since these relations obviously respect the commutations of 9. This means just that the 
above relations define a unique morphism of semialgebras c from K( A, 9) in 
K (A, 9) 0 K (A, 3). According to the general theory (see [l] or [9] for the ring 
case), we can now equip the K-semialgebra K (A, 9) with a new product w, which is 
defined for all polynomials P, QEK (A, 9) as follows: 
PLL Q= c (PO Q~c(w))M’. 
mzM(.4.9) 
This new product is called the partially commutative .shufJle product (see also [12]). 
Note that it clearly suffices to know how to obtain the shuffle product of two words of 
M(A, 9) in order to be able to compute the shuffle product in K (A, 9). 
Note. In fact, the previous definition is universal since the shuffle product of two 
words U, EM( A, 9) clearly belongs to N (A, 9) (see [ 121). 
Example. Let us consider the commutation relation over A = ix, y, z) defined by the 
following commutation graph: 
z When K is a ring. K (A. 9) is just in fact the enveloping bialgebra of the associated Lie algebra L(A, 9) 
(see [4,6]). In particular, it follows immediately that K(A,!J) also inherits a natural structure of Hopf 
algebra (see [I, 121). 
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Then, according to our definition, we have, for instance, 
(.u~w~~~~x)=(sJ’o~(~‘(~~.u))=(x1’o~~(I oL’+4’0 I)(1 os+zo I)(1 0x+-u@ 1)) 
= (s?‘@ 2) 1 @ J’Z.X + y 0 ,_.Y + 2 0 2’.u + I’-’ 0 x + Y 0 y= 
+ ?‘s @ 2 + l.Y 0 ?‘ + J’ZX 0 I ) = 1. 
Hence, this shows that the word JXEM(A, 3) has multiplicity 1 in the support of the 
shuffle product of .UJ’ w z. The difference from the free case should be noticed on this 
example. 
2.2. Recursive fbrmulrrs for the sh@e product 
Let us now recall the reconstruction lemma for K (A, 9) when K is a ring (it holds 
in fact in any K-algebra of series over a Mijbius monoid (cf. [S])): 
Proposition 2.1 (Duchamp and Krob [Xl). Let (A, 3) he an alphuhet with commutations 
and let K hr u ring. Then NY hare jiw rrrr~~ polynomial PE K (A, 3 > 
P=(Pj I)+ 2 (- l)““+‘M.(M~~‘P).” 
Nt(‘ll:il 
We will also need the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Let (A, Y) he un alphuhet with commutations und let K be u semi- 
ringg. Then WP huw ,fiw every NE A and ,fbr all u, I’E M( A, 3) 
II~‘(l(LUI’)=(II~lU)wl.+IIW(U~lI’). 
Proof. Indeed. using the above denotations, we clearly have 
(a~‘(lrwI’)/\\‘)=(II w r~Ia\~)=(UOL’lc~(u~~))=(uO2:)(1 @a+a@ l)c(w)) 
=(u@ol(l @U)(‘(V(‘))S(U@I’l(U@ l)C(W)) 
=((l OLI)~‘(IIO1’)lL.(~~‘))-t((UO l)~‘(U@C)IC(W)) 
=(u@cr-’ lqc(w))+(cr -‘u~l~~(‘(M‘))=(UWu~‘f’~U’)+(u~‘UWU~H’) 
= (II w 0 1 I’ + 0 l11 w 1’ I It’). 
Our result follows now immediately from these relations. 7 
Notes. (1) The above proposition claims equivalently that the left quotient operator is 
a derivation for the shuffle product on K (A,:$). 
’ In every K-semialgebra K ( M ) of a monoid 124. the left quotient operator ,)I I is defined for every rw M 
by the following classical relations: 
V!lE!2f. (01 ‘P(,1)=(Plrw1). 
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(2) Note also that it follows easily from the previous proposition that the shuffle 
product of two recognizable partially commutative series (see [S]) over an arbitrary 
semiring remains recognizable. 
We are now able to prove the following result, which gives effective formulas for 
computing the shuffle product of two words in M(A, 9). 
Proposition 2.3. Let (A, 9) be an alphabet with commutations and let K be a ring. 
Then we have for all nonempty words u,oeM(A, 9)-(l) 
uwu= 1 (-l)n-lal...a” c x-‘uuly-‘u 
a,...a.ECl(S) ( xy=a,...a. > 
Proof. According to the reconstruction lemma (i.e. Proposition 2.1, we can write for 
all nonempty words U, txM(A, 9) 
uwu= c (-1) ‘+‘w(w-l(uwu)). 
WGCl(9) 
But, according to Proposition 2.2, we clearly have for every totally commutative word 
a,...a, of M(A, 9) 
(al...a,)-‘(uwu)= c x-‘uwy-iv. 
14’=ll,...ll. 
It suffices now to substitute this last relation in the previous formula in order to obtain 
our proposition. Cl 
Notes. (1) Even if the corresponding computations must be done in a ring, the 
recursive relations of Proposition 2.3 give, in fact, results in N (A, 9) according to the 
definition of the shuffle product. Hence, they really permit to compute the partially 
commutative shuffle product over an arbitrary semiring. 
(2) By definition of the shuffle product, we have for every ueM(A, 9) 
uwl=lwu=u. 
Hence, these formulas together with the formulas given by Proposition 2.3 provide us 
complete recursive relations that allow us to compute the shuffle of every pair of 
words u,wM(A, 9). 
(3) The decomposition xy = a 1.. .a, which is involved in the above relation always 
takes place in a totally commutative monoid; therefore, it is obvious to obtain all the 
pairs (x, y) that satisfy this relation. 
(4) In the relation given by Proposition 2.3, we can obviously restrict the sum over 
the cliques that contain only initial letters of u or of u. 
(5) All the previous results, clearly, can also be stated with right quotients instead of 
left quotients up to some obvious modifications. 
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Example. Let us consider again the commutation relation that we introduced in the 
last subsection. Then, according to Proposition 2.3, the following relation holds for all 
nonempty words u, r of M(A, 9): 
uLuc=x(.Y -‘uluc)+s(uwx-‘c)+y(~~-‘uwz~)+4.(uw~-~u) 
+;(,_-‘uwC)+;(ULU,‘~lI’)-_X1’((Yy)~lULUC’) 
-_sJ’(x~~uiil~~‘1’)-_x1’(1’~1uwx~’c’)-_x4’(uLu(sl.)-~~). _ 
Using these relations, we obtain in particular 
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